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AECID’s Library: overview to the organizational context

Islamic Library

Hispanic Library

Spanish Cooperation
Library

It consists of two historical libraries plus one
devoted exclusively to matters related to the

institution (viewed in Cisne catalogue)

http://www.aecid.es/ES/biblioteca/catálogo
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http://www.aecid.es/ES/biblioteca/cat%C3%A1logo
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Strategic plan for Islamic Library (2012-2017), UNESCO-Sharjah award 

1.Keep, organize and disseminate a specialized collection in the
Arabic and Islamic World with cultural and scientific values.

2.Provide quality library services. Continous improvement.

3.Go along with cultural action abroad.

4.Obtain human , organizational and financial
resources (funding through awards and donations).



Mision and vision: to maintain and develop specialized contents

The Islamic Library (AECID) processes the information in the field of
humanities and social sciences of the Arab and Islam world, to create
new knowledge from 1954. With its bibliographic collections and with
quality information services is an indispensable and international
reference in the field of the arabism and the Andalusian studies.

The donations of documents contribute to our funding in a patronage
way as a kind of micro-specialized collections. We have the opportunity
to integrate an institutional library, that could be considered as a “twin”

12 donnors: Fernando de Ágreda, Mariano Arribas, Mohamed Elgeadi, Gonzalo Fernández Parrilla,  
Familia Gil Benumeya, Miguel H. de Larramendi, Bernabé López García, Gema Martín Muñoz, 
Familia Melis, Abdul Hadi Sadoun,  Fernando Valderrama, Manuela Marín y José Pérez Lázaro.

http://www.aecid.es/ES/biblioteca/un-poco-de-historia/biblioteca-islámica-formación-y-donaciones#donaciones



Global objectives of Casa Árabe: http://www.casaarabe.es/
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This prestigious institution, Sheikh Hamad award 2016, is a consortium that celebrates
10 years of institutional relations with Arab countries.

They promote the image and development of the relations between Spain and those
countries, link our country and the Arab World and also impulse the transnational
interests between Spain and other Arab countries.

Strengthen cooperation links with the Arab countries and promote a greater presence in
all Arab cultural fields, paying special attention to the promotion of values of cooperation,
solidarity and non discrimination among new generations.

AECID and Casa Árabe are closely linked institutions because a common context:

- the Agency (www.aecid.es) is the main financier of Casa Árabe.
- they have a common net of users that has a window to the contemporary Arab world.
- both developed documentary systems that could be joined to provide and reinforce the
best service to the scientific and research community.



Aecid’s Library + Casa Árabe’s Media Library: steps for judgement, 
viability study and chronology of a documentary collaborative project
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2014 2015 2016 2017
First contacts 300 books received 3500 items received Integration
between institutions

2009-2013
Media Library Project + 
Documentation Center



The beginning of this project to capitalise the investments made

AECID Islamic Library

• Focus on al Andalus, at the basis it 

gathered important historic collections, 

also manuscripts, reinforced thanks to the 

donations of the personal libraries of 

some arabists. It comprises a wide 

temporal span and geographic scope of 

the Arab World, although with an 

important deficit in documents from the 

modern world, specially electronic 

resources.

Casa Árabe´s Media Library

• Different topics of the modern and 

contemporary world, within the geographic 

scope of the Arab countries. It includes 

documents about politics, economics and 

culture, above all works specialized in 

contemporary Arab creation, arts, music, 

cinema, comic, mass media, reports from 

international magazines and Islamic 

philosophy and civilization.  Also an interesting

collection of comtemporary novels
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Identification of this synergy project’s assets

Strengths
•Collection specializing in the Arab world. The

librarians provide added value. Documentary

heritage is at the Digital Library.

•Standarised technical processes (Millennium)

that allow us to share. Thanks to that analytical

records to be updated about the scientific

production of the researchers.

•Users suppport (comunnity links). Scholarship

holders from the Arab world, who consider us

as their reference library.

•Services 2.0 and colloborative tools, the blog

or the new website show collections.

Oportunities
• Integration of 21st century subjects with a

contemporary focus, according to the charter of

Islamic Library collection.

•Enrichment of bibliographic records and

subject´s headings in Arabic with some

abstracts.

•Articulate allliances and irrevocable

agreements to recover a public investment.

.Commitment with optimal communication

strategy: web, asdá and blog.
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Outline implementation of a strategic project

*What. Centralize resources to have them
accessible for the academic research community

*How. Millennium as a common tool for catalographic
standars (Marc, Unicode, ISO) + guidelines to coordinate. 

*Who. Technical human resources + AECID, 
Casa Árabe, UCM staff

*Where. AECID’s library increase its funds. Located in 
the reading room = visibility

*When. Implementation during four years. In 2017 finishes thanks to 
extraordinary human resources
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Technical guidelines for the data migration

The technological and digital environment allows the exchange of specialized information and 
facilitates cooperative work with other institutions. 

Recover the database and the file structure of the Casa Arabe´s Media Library hosted on 
dedicated servers, by means of a migration which has required external assistance. In May 
2017, the Complutense University Library staff proceeded to load it in Cisne Catalogue 
BUCM-AECID Millenium.
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Bibliographic records of origin: 8.710 
Bibliographic records created: 7.647 (grouped through a 
local field 090 with the value CASARABEPRE. Being  
neccessary some changes and the allocation of a new reference 
or the localisation of every copy, they are hidden from the 
OPAC)
Bibliographic records rejected: 1.063 for being duplicated 
from other archives already existing in Cisne catalogue)
Copy records created: 6.276 

Number, treatment and typology of 
imported records

Typology: 
monographs,
serials,
component parts,
audio-video, 
electronic resources
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Changes made in the Marc bibliographic records

This is an example of a bibliographic record:

1XX is revised to make it coincide with the headings in the Islamic Library.
6XX: it was decided to keep original fields, since being bilingual (Arab-Spanish with 880
fields for the Arab terms) means a great enrichment of the catalogue, despite the fact
that they differ quite often from our terms.
770: it is in component parts, removed because it is not appropriate.
856: it is necessary to check that the linked item is still there.
The rest of the fields are revised and debugged.
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Adaptation to the rules of AECID’s Islamic Library

Label Original cataloging New cataloging

100 خیر الدین،حسیب |6880-01|aḤasīb, Ḫayr al-Dīn

490 آراء ومناقشات Ārāʾ wa-munāqašāt

880 |6100-01/(3/r|a خیر الدین، حسیب

Note: 490 it is only transliterated and not linked with an 880 in Arabic language

Transliteration:  ISO 233-2 (1993)

Concerning the Arabic books, we adapt the fields to stablished guidelines, 
where we use transliteration. For example:
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650 |6880-01|aPolítica exterior

650 |6880-02|aCooperación para el desarrollo

650 |6880-03|aDesarrollo

651 |6880-04|aEspaña

651 |6880-05|aAndalucía

651 |6880-06|aMarruecos

653 |6880-07|aArtículos

880 |6650-01/(3/r|aالسیاسة الخارجیة
880 |6650-02/(3/r|aالتعاون للتنمیة
880 |6650-03/(3/r|aالتنمیة
880 |6651-04/(3/r|aإسبانیا
880 |6651-05/(3(r|aأندلوسیا
880 |6651-06/(3/r|aالمغرب
880 |6653-07/(3/r|aمقالات

Example of 6XX fields (bilingual: Spanish-Arabic)



A bibliographic record as it is shown in OPAC Cisne

Subject’s navegation
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Copy records 

Before:

After:

• It is indicated that it is a donation
(“Donación de Casa Árabe 2017”)

• A new call number and bar 
code is assigned.

• The original call number and bar 
code are kept (fields “notas”).
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Classification at the reading room (based on UDC) 

• Reference

• Generalities 

• Islam

• Social Sciences (sociology, politics, 
economy) 

• Art (architecture, films, music, artistic and 
documentary photography, painters)

• Literature

• History (about 14 countries). 
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Dissemination about Casa Arabe’s donation in the web page, 
newsletter Asdà and the Queen of the seas blog
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We hope that our work will serve researches as a window to the 
contemporary Arab world: history that show the most outstanding events 
of recent years in Arab countries, monographs dedicated to the Arab 
spring, the social and cultural revolutions, feminism, governance and the 
role of the media. Thank you very much for your attention!
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